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When it comes to moving, loading the contents of your life into a van is stressful enough. We've compiled this guide to simplify the process, bulk up yours in the car and do what you need to consider before leaving your old place for good. Download a printable PDF of checklists to help organize your mobile apartment list
and start apartment searches online and now you've started searching your apartment online. Find the right place for you. Personalize your results by choosing what you want to do in your next apartment. Finally confirm 15 April 2020 notify your landlord a month before the move. If you are a renter on a monthly lease,
you must notify your landlord of your move at least 30 days in advance. If we break the lease, we will let you know as soon as possible. Write a budget for the move. Moving is expensive. Make enough money to eat out for a few days while the cost of insurance, deposits in new locations, utilities, packing items and
kitchens are in boxes and movers and trucks. Select a travel date. Depending on the time of year, movers and trucks can be booked immediately. Lock the travel date as soon as possible. They make arrangements If you're hiring a professional mover, compare rates with different moving companies. If you're renting a
truck, book in advance and see if you need insurance for the rental truck. Also, if you're relying on a friend to ask for help, check if it's available on the day you're on the move a month in advance. Stock your inventory. Take stock of your inventory. Create a written inventory and separate it into items that you need until the
move date, items that you can pack now, items that you can sell, donate, and throw out. Plan for items you haven't taken. If you have a large item that you can't sell or donate, such as an old sofa or appliances, you can call a waste management company and contact your waste management company to find out if and
how much it will cost to remove the waste. Please reserve the necessary repairs. If there is wear and tear that could prevent your property from getting your deposit back, make sure to make repairs before moving on. End-of-lease cleaning of reservations. If you are a renter, consider professionally cleaning your property
to get your deposit back. If possible, book this for the morning of the moving day. Two weeks before the move, get rid of what you haven't bringn. Sell it, donate it or throw it out if necessary. Arrange to move utilities, internet, phone and cables. You need to inform your utility provider or service provider of your migration in
advance, and if you're moving to another city, you're going to have to sign up for a new company. If you need to install with a new property, book now. Change the address. Renew your address at your bank, subscription, government, delivery, or invoice company. Adjust to forward mail. It's inevitable that some regular
emails will slip yoursWhen you change your address, you set up email forwarding to capture forgetting claimers and service providers. Purchase packing materials. Use inventory to determine the box of packing tape, the roll, and the number of bubble wrap rolls you think you need. Start packing items that you do not
need. Start packing things you don't likely need in the next two weeks. The box is clearly labeled with its contents and the room to which it belongs. Arrange for the care of pets and infants on the day of travel. Moving is difficult enough now. Caring for small children and pets on the move will make the process impossible.
Arrange to take care of the moving day so you can focus on the task at your eyes. Complete the layout of your new home a week before the move and send it to the mover. If you are using a professional moving company, send a diagram to the mover so that you don't have to decide where your furniture will be placed in
your new home and rearrange the heavy items after they unpack. Make arrangements to collect the keys. Talk to your landlord or real estate agent for your new property and arrange time to pick up the keys if you don't ally have them yet. We will make arrangements for a final inspection of the current house. If you are
moving out of an apartment, consult your landlord to book a time for a final property inspection. If possible, book it for the day you moved in the afternoon or evening. Pack bedding and towels for the moving day. Two things you want after a day are a hot shower and a comfortable bed. Keep towels and bedding so you
can have both. Label code connection for electronic devices. Avoid tangling unknown wires by laping and labeling each cord. Plastic bags help to separate your cords and keep labels attached. Continue packing items that you do not need. Keep packing things you don't likely need the next week. 2-3 days before the
move, make a box of essentials, including medicines, first aid supplies and non-spoiled food. Put together a box of items that need to be easily accessible. Make sure this box is not in the moving truck. Donate unwanted items. Once you've organized and packed most of your stuff, donate what you don't need to your
local charity or thrieshop. Purchase cleaning supplies and last-minute packing supplies. Professional cleaning of your home is a good idea, but you will want cleaning supplies to clean the refrigerator and wipe off your haves collected from dust and dirt. Finish packing all items and put aside what you need in the coming
days. Be proactive in your packing and just put aside those items that you definitely need to access for the next two or three days. Clean refrigerator and thaw freezer the day before moving. Eat fresh food, donate or throw away, unplug the refrigerator and clean it. Remove the washing machine, air conditioner and
garden hose and drain. Any drainWater off appliances you are going to move, remove and drain and pack your garden hose. Pack toiletries. Set aside items such as toothpaste, toothbrushes, deodorant and toilet paper so you can access your travel days. Pack at least two changes of clothing to move to the day and the
next day. It can take a few days before the majority of clothes can be unsopresed. Put aside some costumes instead of a moving track. Put aside valuable, fragile and sentimental items along with important documents to transport with you. You need to cram boxes of too fragile, precious or sensitive items into moving
trucks. Make sure you have folders for important documents. Clear the path. Create an uns hindered path to boxes and furniture in each room. Move day Provide a mover with clear instructions on where to put items and furniture in a new home. When the mover first arrives, walk inside the house and give them a
rundown of where they need to put their boxes and furniture in the new property. If you're skipping a mover instead of help from a friend, give them a diagram of where everything goes to your new location. Pack valuable, fragile, sentimental items and important documents into your personal car. Put boxes of important
items in your car so they don't accidentally cram in by movers or well-meaning friends. Check all closets, cupboards and other storage locations for any personal information. When everything is gone, clean the house for the items left behind. Check the top of the cupboard and hidden areas like your crawl space, attic
and safe. Stand at the entry point to your new home to provide clear instructions to the mover. When you arrive at your new property, stand out at the entrance to your home and command a mover. Assemble all beds. Prioritise bed assembly as you have a place to sleep at the end of an exhausting day. If your bed is not
there on the same day, invest in a good air mattress and set up your bed and sheets before you are ready to crash from a long day of travel. Make sure that all utilities and services are connected and working. Go through your new home and make sure all the important utilities and services are working. Compare more
mortgage lenders Compare loan types comparing mortgages and home equity rates from multiple lenders for free: Traditional: Jumbo, FHA, VA, USDA, Home Equity, HELOC, Reverse, Refinancing Minimum Credit Score: Traditional: 620 FHA:500 VA:620 USDA:640 Jumbo: 800 Minimum Payment: 3 Take the time to
start planning about a month before your move so that all the days of % run smoothly. FAQ Movers typically charge between $25 and $50 an hour, but can vary widely from city to city. Besides using checklists, with a lot of help, getting started early can relieve the stress of a moving day.Take regular breaks and get
enough sleep the night before. Schedule a walkthrough with your landlord to get back as much deposit as possible. After you move in and clean, have your old apartment inspected and ask questions there. Ask if there is anything that prevents you from getting your full deposit back. Image: Shutterstock Did this content
help you?
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